The SKD (Straight Knife Drum) Chipper is one of the most Rugged and versatile chippers in the industry. It has proven itself on a wide range of materials, including typical sawmill and planermill waste.

The heavy rotating drum is available with 2, 4 or 6 knife pockets to suit a range of production volumes. The unique and highly developed profile of the knife pockets significantly reduces chip breakage from impact.

The SKD Chipper features a heavy screen that re-chips overs and long slivers. The screen is adjustable from the outside of the chipper to fine-tune chip output.

Large access doors have been provided on each side of the chipper to make anvil replacement and knife-to-anvil adjustment quick and easy.

The anvil has two hardened edges to extend its service life and reduce maintenance costs.
The SKD Chipper is available in larger sizes with rotor diameters up to 60 inches (1524mm). Please contact Kadant Carmanah for more information on large SKD chippers.